
I am walking on a wild beach looking for a place where to swim. There are too many sea weeds growing and I try to cross the metro. My son and his little friend are with me and we balance on the elevated railroad. As a metro passes right next to us I feel like falling and pull them against me.

I am riding a horse behind a soldier shooting at people. There are some on our side and I move his elbows and have him to kill them. They are too many and we go down to start signing them with crayons. The one that where signed green have to follow us in a room to be tortured.

I am playing with my kid out of a restaurant on a small hill. We have a airplane toy and I try to charge its propeller but it doesn't fly. I then try it down the hill and it starts flying but it is too low and ends up in a hole with dirt. I tell my kid to wait and go down alone but get my shoes right in it.

I am with my Norwegian friend overlooking the frozen sea and notice people actually swimming. We then also take our clothes off and start running down but end up in a ferry with my family. It takes us to a nicer beach where vendors try to sell my wife different kinds of sun lotions.

I am in a fine English garden and meet a gallerist who starts praising my work. As he is about to make me an offer his beautiful companion arrives. I then go to see a parade but they are shooting and have repair myself behind an aluminum building of a tennis court.

I am in a clinic counting the money I have to get visited. The doctors actually know my stepfather and just tell me to lay down that they can solve my problems. I then tell them of my shoulder and one of them tries to push it back in place but he can't. The second can but I forget about my back.

I am standing in my sister's bedroom and see a TV showing a fat woman being tortured. As they squeeze her nipples I get excited and jerk off in my pants. It is actually pee and goes out of a hole I have at the knee height making all my sister's bed wet. I then try to pick the sheets by she arrives.

I am checking in with my wife in an airport and ask the hostess about some prints I have to send for a gallery exhibition. She then takes us out to a shop she knows and lets us talk to the owner. The price per print is too high and I am not sure whether the gallery will pay for it.

I am in a dark church and prepare to film with a night shot camera on a pedestal. It is actually recording me vertically and I adjust it horizontally but the priest takes my seat with a cross. It works anyway and we assist at a small lady getting baptized with her big nipples wrapped in golden foil. 

I am talking to a curator about the pieces I want to exhibit and tell him of the ones I already have. I also tell him about my book of dreams but then realize that my wife is around and lower my voice. He understands something else and takes me upstairs where he introduces me to the doctor.

I get down a steep beach with my wife and our son runs down to bath. The water is deep and there are small blue fishes making him really happy but my wife wants to go. She says that there is Australia around the shore and I remember a long and boring beach.

I am a captain of a large viking boat stuck in a fiord up North. I then order to continue our invasion by land but one of my soldiers shows me that the Eskimos can help us with their small boats. I look at them and find that they are poorly made of animal skins and they could break anytime.

My son insists to go in a bank and when we get in the alarm sets off. A voice on a speaker says that there is nothing we can do and we will die but we go out untouched. We then go to the metro but it goes the other way. It is actually the last stop and we seat on reversed chairs made of blue net.

I am running up hill feeling very strong but an American woman surpasses me. I try to catch her but she is too fast. I then look her fine ass but I am not so convinced of her face. She is actually talking on the phone about a trip to South France and I take a shortcut up a stone staircase.

I am walking in the suburbs and get in an underpass. My Greek friend is there by an advertisement pretending he is a real estate agent. A girl comes to him and he gives her a big calculator to type how much money she thinks to invest. It is not much and he tells her to just leave.

I am in a coffee shop when some Italians come in. As we start talking to each other one of them cuts a big slice of salami. I think it is for me and I cut a slice of cheese for him but it is not. He then asks me how poverty has now affected my area but I tell him that we are still doing well up North.

I am driving my kid to the midsummer dance but there is allot of traffic in the main road. As I think we are going to miss it I see my father-in-law driving. He actually stops and lets me pass but the traffic is still slow and the car too old to go uphill to another crossing.

I am walking down the staircase of my condo and see that they have removed everything to vacuum clean. Even at work they are repainting the ceiling and I seat in the corridor where my old boss reminds me of his papers. I have them in my bag but they are all folded and wet.     

I am on a mountain pasture and find the facade of an old wooden house. I then rope the cows and have them to pull it out but the bull comes against me and they disperse. As he retreats I think of only getting the center of the facade but the cows don't want to go back.

I am going to dinner wearing a cowboy coat and my step-father asks me about my Chinese boss.  I then tell him how nice he was and impress the daughter of a family friend. They actually seat us together in the front seat of the car with our arms against each other and no one of us moves.

I am with my cousin walking by a river surrounding the walls of an ancient city. He then tells me how lucky the cormorants are there with the beavers but I don't understand. He then explains that when the beaver has no more teeth he drowns in the water and the cormorants eat him.

I am in class with the teacher giving each student a postcard with the same comic. As he explains it I realize that it is from before the war and decide to keep it for my old professor. My new professor actually has another set of postcards but it is still wrapped in plastic.

I am in my kid's school and hear a teacher telling another teacher about her father who is dying. She actually has to use suppositories and I manage to take a blue one from her. I then play with my kid and pull it up a doll's ass. She actually have a special hole to the side that is made for it.

I get in our apartment and find that our new roommate is actually a big soldier with a dangerous pit bull. I then stand to the side and go up the staircase to our room where I meet my wife. As we discuss how things are getting bad in the house I look at my musical composition and play it.

I am in a restaurant where the waiter is preparing for the members of a rock band. As they arrive I go down to the kitchen to help with a fruit dessert. I actually visit the bathroom first but pee out. As I try to wash my hands I activate an electric toothbrush spraying water and have to unplug it.

I am with my kid's teacher and she tells me of an offer she got from her companion to pay off our loans. She reads it for me but it is very complicated and I tell her that we should talk to a specialist no matter how much it coasts. She then tells me that I will get ten percent of her company.

I am with a guy in his spacious apartment and wonder how happy my kid would be to live there. As I try to imagine the garden he tells me about his neighbor listed into a worse neighborhood. I then realize that he is surrounded by a connected row of small cabins where retired people live.

I am with a couple talking in their basement about a project they want to do with us. I understand from him that they own a hill where they want to start a vineyard. I then ask him where it is and he tells me of a place up North. I then have to explain that there are very few plants growing there.

I go out of a school avoiding a woman I don't want to talk to and find people celebrating with a huge chocolate cake. I then joke saying that it is for everybody's birthday.  My kid's teacher is about to cut it and she actually says that it is for him but he is no where to be found.    

I am walking with my best friend up a rocky mountain path and come to the top. As we try to walk on it we actually sink in the mud but manage to get out. I then suggest to keep going forward to go back. My friend doesn't trust me and I bike down alone managing to find the right way. 

A clerk gets in a public toilette that is dark and hear the radio of a man talking about the revolution. He then wants to kill him but the clerk manages to barricade himself in his boss' office. The latter actually has two sexy females visiting and they now wonder what they should do together. 

I follow a guy and a girl to propose a film script to an important director but wait in the reception. As I wait a guy working there shows me his animations and they are really good. I then try to show my project on the secretary's computer but it has an old browser and the plug ins are missing.

I am walking in a European city at night and hear my wife on the phone. She is actually on the phone with someone else and is giving him instructions. As I listen to her I realize that she is telling him how to go in her vagina but I keep calm knowing that they are on the phone.

I am in a post office in my hometown and the lady there gives me work. I then go out in another room and prepare to color the wooden panels attached on the wall. Before I start I go to a third room and tell my mom that I got work but she is reading an evil book my stepfather wrote about me.

I am with a group of foreigners having a small party in a room and placing snacks in a bowl on a loft bed. A Japanese has also brought an aluminum bag and I just learnt how to ask what it is. I actually can't remember and he explains to me that it is a small kind of natural candies.

I am watching two popular teams playing soccer against each other and recognize that they are in a small field in the city. The military band comes in and everyone stops playing. The soldiers make a tunnel with their swords rose and the coach walks in and gets awarded with a precious sword.

I am in an outdoor swimming pool with my wife and an homosexual couple asks me to take a picture. I do so with their camera but then also use my wife's phone. I want to show them a nice picture I took but it changes as soon as I tilt the phone. My wife explains that to me and dives naked.

I am in a restaurant having a broth with some foreign scholars. As a German one is talking to me I try to understand if he is really blond but come in my pants and have to go to the bathroom. As I get back there is still some broth left but I don't want to have it even if I washed my dirty hands.

I am out on a hill with my kid going on a swing. He suddenly jumps out and goes with a stick where another parent is pushing his son. The latter is actually a paralytic and I feel very embarrassed but then a thunder storm starts. I run with my kid down the hill in a tunnel with graffiti.

I am in my wife's office and she shows my her new computer. It is very modern and nice and she starts showing me all the features. It can actually connect directly to the Internet but she is still not satisfied. It is actually to light and can easily break.

My Porto Rican friend is going to the beach and tells my wife about the sun lotion. She then takes our kid to the fish market and I get ready downstairs. As I wait for my wife I look at the apartment which is very nice and wonder what the announcement should be to rent it.

We are getting served small pancakes on a bed and one of the waiters comes with the bill. She tells us that we need to pay a tip to each of them and it is allot of money. Some foreign girls near us are worrying about it and I tell them to just pay for the pancakes and leave without paying any tip.

My son and I are going up a long timber against a mountain. They have actually manage to put sand on the last part to make it less slippery but is actually worse. I then hold my son in my arms and get my legs around the timber pulling hard on the harness and managing to get to the end.

I share a cabin with a girl and I lay in the living room resting. She comes out wearing a thin black shirt and I can see how skinny she is. We actually hug and lay down on the floor to make love but she gets on top and I realize that she is really huge.

I meet an old friend in a pub and he takes me upstairs where they have several dance floors. I actually start dancing like crazy but my friend doesn't like my behavior and leaves. There is only a black girl left and I play on a children keyboard but she is also disturbed and wants to leave.

I am out with some guys having a party in the middle of the street. They actually have some chicks waiting in a playground and we walk there to pick them up. My wife is with us and is really upset about it but the chicks are gone. On the way back it is dark and she recognizes a small factory.  

I am in an American grocery store and go around the high and narrow shelves with my kid. As we approach the cash desk I realize that they are playing our favorite Italian song on the radio. We then start dancing and even my parents show up wondering what we are up to. 

I need to go to the doctor and ask a guy to show me how to get there. I manage to display a map on my mobile and reach the studio where my wife is getting visited. As they go out I tell the doctor about my back and she presses a painful spot. She then recommends a medicine but I don't get it.

I am with a group of people that just arrived on a highland to populate it. I am actually among the first and as everyone arrives I hurry the others to fetch the best land for themselves. I then show a good one to the right and go straight up. There is the perfect size cabin abandoned in the woods.

I open and old drawer and find a small publication. I then look inside and realize that it talks about religion but has very cool graphics to illustrate it on the side of each page. It actually came with a magazine and I start thinking how this would not be possible nowadays.

I see an older man tossing a football with a younger man. They stand by the sidewalk and don't seem afraid of hitting any of the parked cars. I keep it on my knees to watch and notice that the young man is loosing much of his power while the older man keeps the same strength.

I am in church with my stepfather and he asks me about the virtual model of a church I am doing on my laptop. As I explain it to him the priest passes by. She is actually a lady I know and asks me how is my stomach. She then tells me that she also felt bad after we went out together.

I meet a Cuban critic and tell him to memorize my address number by creating an image of him when he was twenty five.  I then also tell him to add another image of him when he was three so that he can remember the entire address.  He doesn't seem to understand and I just write it down.

I am going home but an homosexual professor keeps following me. I then ask him about his trips and he tells me that Europe was interested after a catastrophe that destroyed it. As I get in the corridor of our building my wife and son are actually naked in bed but luckily he stops following me.

I am walking by a baseball field and meet an Asian girl. We start walking together holding our arms and cross my twin cousins. As I wonder what they think of seeing me with another woman we come to a bridge. The sidewalk is blocked because of an accident but we get in anyway.

I am in a hotel room that my wife is sleeping and I get a wooden model from a famous designer. The different layers show the emotional state of a girl who spent the afternoon with me. I then start sucking it and propose him to make it eatable. He proposes chocolate but I don't think so.

I show my work to a curator and tell his assistant to look for an image on a microfilm. He then scrolls through many images but can't find any one showing the entire installation. There is a close up of me hanging an unframed panel and I tell him to stop as the installation is in the background.

I am at a party that almost everyone has left but a drunk Swedish guy that gets on a Swedish girl with huge bubs. As I stand to get ready to leave he takes her shirt off and starts to fuck her. She pulls out but I actually come in my pants and realize that there are no more trains home.

A commercial presents a music program and I recognize an old disco song. As the camera films from top to bottom a disco setting a voice announces a whole evening of disco music revival. It is a DJ with the golden head of a dummy and the headphones that have left marks on the Styrofoam.    

I am with a musician and show him the poster I have made for another musician with his band and a golden boat in the background. As he tells me how important the latter was in his field another friend comes in with a map showing the apartments for sale but she got a very expensive area.  

A guy is at a metro station trying to kiss a girl but the latter is engaged. As the train is about to leave he manages to put a wooden character in one of the driver's sock and get in a wagon. The train goes through a magnificent golden forest where primitive hunters are already searching for him.

I am trying to take good pictures of a fountain and notice a couple going underneath a wall. I then realize that it is an elevator but have second thoughts about going in. As I finally decide to go there is a brown man showering inside. He quits but I am now disgusted to go under the wall.

I am biking in a European city thinking of the research position my Italian boss offered me. I actually get to bike in a new path but it is very busy with pedestrians. I almost hit a punk guy with many colorful piercings and he wants to fight but I show him that I can do boxing and he relents.

I am at my parents-in-law's countryside place sitting alone in the bedroom. I start reading a story of the holly book and actually read about me having to leave the countryside. He then tells of a heroine who took my place but was not as good as I was.

I am the teacher of a military class and my superior brings in a new student. She is actually an old friend and I start searching her for weapons for fun. I then show her where to seat in the back but a small black students has been drawing on the desk with marks. There are no other desks.

I am in the library of the University where I should start to research and meet a graduate student. He is actually the one with best grades and he shows me his writings. There is one section in Italian and it is taken from the Bible. I then understand why he got accepted.

I am in a children library with my kid and meet an old couple with a fox. We are about to go for a trip west and I ask them where can I also find a fox to bring along. They actually wish to land us their fox but we need it to carry our slide on the snow and she is too old.

I am on a big road that is getting dark and meet a black man working for a car rental. He then takes me to his shop and asks a taxi driver if he can give us a lift. We try to get in but the traffic moves and we manage to seat on the trunk. As we arrive I  realize that I left my kid alone in the city.

A thief is walking around a building looking for a place where to hide but there are guards everywhere. He then gets in a door below where a nurse is waiting for another nurse to finish showering. He then runs very fast through the corridor but the nurse have a special access and proceeds him.

A young man is with his companion in a park and a gypsy leader asks him to show them what he can do. The young man then climbs up the chains of a flag pole. The leader then shows him how he can do it with his legs out and even jump down from the top holding himself up with one arm. 

A man and his wife get in a cave where their car is parked deep inside but there is another man with his car half out by the exit. The first man starts driving out backward and doesn't care if he is going to hit him. He actually manages not to and once he is out he asks for his phone number.

I am walking with my wife in an old city and meet a couple with kids. They actually want to meet up again in the afternoon so that our kid can playing with them but we can't. I then tell them of another couple that lives in the city and have kids. They then gives us a password to contact them.

My grandparents are left in a mountain at night and I also pretend like climbing in my room. I take a step up the window and get to the top but accidentally slide it a bit open. I then realize that it will be very difficult to get down now that the steps back will be all different and it is pitch dark.

I am out in a big Chinese square and show my stepfather how to use a yo yo. I then pick up the sticks and have the string around a little boy's neck to have him to roll. He actually does but I ask for the actual spin. They bring a broken one to me and I almost make it fly in a ditch.

I am home at my parents-in-law when I realize that my son as an early release day at school. I then run down to the kitchen but it is already late. I go to pick him up and find him with the after school kids. He walks out with his little girlfriend wearing the same sweater and meets her mother.

I am in my native village and meet the brother of an old friend in the central square. He is very tall and I hit him in his chest. He finally recognizes me and shows me all the others just back from a bike ride. I also have my best friend along but he is being silly and starts talking like he was mad.

I am walking out that the spring has not come yet. The river is still frozen and I step on it to feel the ice thickness and find that is just a thin layer. I then get through a metro station and realize that a famous hockey player is at the end of the stairs by the exit like he was begging.

I am laying with some teenagers attending a lecture. One of them is really beautiful but I try to talk to everyone. As their teacher tells them to leave I write down the address of my website but give it to a guy. I actually leave them my small laptop but then make up my mind and take it back.

I take two photographs of a big crowd waving an old communist flag and then waving the new one. I then show them to a director and ask her if she wants them for her museum. She finally says yes and I start tearing off the pages of my dreams diary to attach them behind.

I am walking on a field of my native mountains that the sky is very blue. The grass is getting green and I realize that there hasn't been any snow. Up on a small peak I notice an ancient castle. Part of the peak has actually slided down removing the foundations but the castle is still standing.

I get to a small gallery and find that the gallerist is selling my work to another gallerist. It is actually an old painting test I made using wax and tar. I then take him to see my actual drawings hanging on the wall but he wants them to be colored before he buys them.

I get in the university cafeteria and order a soup. It is very expensive and I get really pist but the waiter is nice and asks me when I am usually there. I then explain that I am also attending another university and ask him about his work. He is always there until eight and doesn't really like it.

I get with a commission in a wild park but don't follow them to see the peach garden. I actually look through the high net and see that they are in another garden where it is completely wild. Suddenly a guy runs out followed by a girl. He got her wallet but she manages to stop him.

I am home with a girl and another guy ready to have a party. We have a bottle of wine but I don't want to get drunk because my wife is sleeping. Also the girl just wants wine with water and I pull out the fish I cooked. They seat on the actual oven to eat it and I drop my portion on the floor.

I get a book about an old black and white movie and the actual actor follows me in my mother's apartment. As he congratulates with my son who got famous I find an old color picture of a young woman in the book. Her eyes are closed and she stands on a bridge of an old town. It is my mother.

I am having dinner with my new team and another team joins us. The leader seats close to me and I ask him how it is going. They were actually on vacation in a small Polynesian island but there has been issues with the reservation. The inhabitants put up a fight but the team stayed calm.  

It is evening and I am alone in the kitchen with my Italian boss. He starts questioning me about my former experience as a project leader and I prepare a list of examples. As I am doing so he actually tells me of a project in India. I could be interested for some months but it is more than a year.

I am at war with the Jews and get in their stronghold. They actually have a sniper and he points the laser right in my eyes. I then crawl to the side and shoot him. I am now by a café and the Jewish general comes out but we are old friends and remember when he rescued me in Turkey.

It is already early afternoon but I am taking my kid to kindergarten anyway. We meet my wife on the staircase and she spots a big rat. He is really slow and she lets him get in our apartment. She then kills him with one hit on the kitchen floor.

I get an e-mail from a very ugly girl who used to be my classmate. She writes that throughout her studies to become a doctor she has been following my project. I then look at the bottom of the e-mail to get to the point and see that a cross. She doesn't want me do make religious connotations. 

I see a film of the Christian prophet in a kitchen and his head bouncing on the ground. His disciple has just cut it with a plastic knife and brings it out on a plate through the city at night. Mean time a new and more handsome head grows on the prophet who is now having dinner with a lady.

I get in a park that a middle age man is trying to do martial arts. I then show him the first movements and he brings me down to his gym where I show it to others. I really can't remember and they put disco music instead. There are many nice girls and one dances hugging me from behind.

I am on the sofa with my son when my wife comes home. I am actually reading a book and try to hide it but she is too quick. She just got a cavity done at a new dentist and I ask her it was expensive. She doesn't really care about the book and I realize that I read most of it in only one afternoon.

I am with my son working on our countryside big dump. We are sorting the garbage really nicely but our neighbor's son comes with the front of his father's car and throw it randomly. I then take a break and we see a class walking below. We hide and start barking at them.

I give my grown up daughter the key to my place but she is on drug in the living room near a dead cat with a chopped head. I then scold her but she threatens me with a broken glass and I run back to my place. I hear her calling her husband and I lock myself inside but they have the key now.

I am at the cinema sitting in the second row with my best friend nearby. He keeps on bugging me about a cute girl with a hot dress sitting next to me. My wife is actually behind me and I then switch place with her so that my best friend stops. I just didn't think that he can harass her now.

I am in a villa and photograph the other guests approaching outside in the dark. I actually get a really good shot of a girl holding a torch. There are many girls and one of them is really beautiful but is the mother of a kid. I then tease the latter and say that we should use a slid to go get pizzas. 

I am at a birthday party and a researcher is making excuses that he has to finish an important article. We then hurry to sing the birthday song and I get behind the door where I start to dance like crazy. Two other researchers are with me and they also follow my example spitting on the floor.

I am waiting the train on a platform back home and notice that many young guys have modern rifles in their backpacks. I then understand that they are all doing their military service and look how tall they are. As I move forward in the platform I notice that they wrote in Hebrew on the glass.  

I seat down in a corridor with an old friend and he starts telling me about the Fascists colonies in North Africa. He says that they missed the petrol for only few centimeters. He then claims that the Nazis were our friends and asks me how was my year in Japan pointing on a map at Egypt. 


